Product User Guide

INTRODUCTION
Tech Tracker is an intelligent platform that helps you simplify complex data so you can

derive accurate insights faster for an informed decision-making process. With the help of AIpowered Tech Tracker, you can:

➢ Categorize and analyze your company and technology portfolio within minutes.
➢ Plan your R&D efforts and maximize return on investment.
➢ Monitor technology trends and identify emerging and disruptive technologies.
➢ Build competitive advantage by identifying competitors and monitoring them.
➢ Identify whitespaces for innovation and strategize your product planning.
➢ Scout for potential strategic alliances or acquisition targets to meet your business
objectives.
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Feature

Functionality

Reports on technologies and

Monitor trends for technologies of interest.

companies listed publicly within Tech

Create tech roadmaps. Identify emerging

Tracker

technologies. Plan product development &
research

Export data

Export data and results in excel format.
Perform your own analysis

Download and share generated reports

Generate tech/company landscape/ competitive
intelligence/ analysis reports. Download to
share insights]

Track technologies and companies

Receive monthly reports on technologies and
companies

Import taxonomies on technologies

Customize the categorization of technologies

and companies to your private account

and companies in the form of dynamic
taxonomies with the support of Relecura
platform or get those generated by our
experts

Custom taxonomy

Get customized categorization in the form of
dynamic taxonomies by our experts for
accurate insights and comprehensive analysis
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FEATURES & FUNCTIONALITIES
How to Get Started?
Sign up for free to view and track technical information or select a plan to customize
technologies while also receiving technical intelligence straight to your inbox at regular
intervals.
Tech Tracker is available under the following plans:
1. No Sign In: Users can select a limited number of technologies and companies. A preselected set of 3 technologies and 3 companies will be available to analyze trends and
perform competitive analysis.

2. Free Sign Up: All technologies and companies in the system will be available to users

for search and analysis. User will receive reports on technologies and companies on a
regular basis.

3. Paid Users - Starter: In addition to what is available for Free Sign Up, users will be
able to download and share 10 reports per month and track 2 companies or technologies

of their interest. The companies and technologies will be limited to the ones available within
Tech Tracker.

4. Paid Users - Professional: In addition to the features for Starter tier users can download

and share unlimited reports, track 10 technologies. More importantly, users will be able to
have new custom taxonomies on companies or technologies available in their own account.

5. Paid Users - Business: This is a fully managed service that requires creating taxonomies
and sending custom reports based on user interest.

6. Paid Users - Enterprise: This is to provide custom pricing for a large number of users
in an organization. The package includes Starter, Professional and Business versions of
Tech Tracker.

To view the pricing plan, visit https://tracker.relecura.com/index.php/users/pricing
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SPECIFIC STEPS
Click on Sign In and enter your login credentials.

If you do not have an account, go to Sign up and create a login.
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When you sign up, you will receive an email with the confirmation link. Click on the link to
begin using Tech Tracker. Once you login, you are presented with the four options.

COMPANY LANDSCAPE
The first option, Company Landscape, allows you to categorize a company portfolio to perform

analysis on the technical data and study a company’s strength, weakness, opportunities, and
threats. Select the company from the drop-down menu.

Select the time period from the timeline drop down.
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Click on Start to get an overview of the company portfolio’s landscape.

Scroll down to view the taxonomy. Taxonomy is a representation of the data into different

technologies and sub-technologies that are depicted through nodes. Each node gives the
number of technology assets.
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The generated taxonomy serves as a platform to perform various analytics and reporting
tasks. Some of the tasks that can be achieved are:
•

Manage Technology Based Decisions

•

Analyze Portfolios of a company and its competitors

•

Identify Emerging Trends

•

Identify Opportunities for IP Licensing & Commercialization

•

Conduct Gap Analysis

The intuitive hierarchical structure of technologies and sub-technologies provides you with a
dynamic, automated categorization where you can map other portfolios to extract insights.

Click on a ‘View’ to access the technical information related to that technology area.
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Scroll down to view the taxonomy presented in a tabular form. Click on a number to view
the technical documents related to the technology category.

TECHNOLOGY LANDSCAPE
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Technology Landscape helps you track technology trends, conduct gap analysis and identify
whitespaces for innovation. Select the technology from the drop down menu.

Select the time period from the timeline drop down.
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Click on Start to obtain the technology landscape.

Use the taxonomy to perform further analysis on the technical data.
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COMPETITOR ANALYSIS
Go to Competitor Analysis to gauge the present and future activities of the competitors, as

well as understand where a specific industry is headed. Select the company from the drop
down menu.

Map the portfolio of the company of interest with the competitor portfolios. You can select
up to three competitor companies.
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Select the time period and click on Start.

Competitor Analysis presents you with information that can reveal the following:
➢ The competitors with the strongest and weakest position in the market
➢ The competitors’ R&D direction and focus
➢ The competitors’ current technology developments and future direction
➢ Potential partnerships, alliances, and M&A among competing companies
➢ The geographical preferences and markets in which the competition is most active
and where it intends to grow in the future
➢ Emerging technologies and companies in the area of interest
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Analyzing complex technical data for multiple competitors along different dimensions is
made simpler with taxonomy. Every node presents company-wise technical information
related to that technology area.

TECHNOLOGY ANALYSIS
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A proper technology analysis gives you insight into your potential markets and clients, helps
you track innovation trends, identify leading players and competition, and identify emerging
technologies to plan your R&D efforts. Select a technology area from the list.

Select up to three competitors from the dropdown menu.

Select the time period for getting trends and click on Start.
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Analysis of technical data for multiple competitors along different dimensions is made simpler

with taxonomy. Every node presents company-wise technical information related to that
technology area.

You can export the taxonomy using the Export tab in excel format to perform further analysis
on the data.
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Share, Save, Track

Click on the Track tab to sign up for our monthly insights delivered straight to your inbox.
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You can click on Share to generate a sharable link and easily share insights with users who
aren’t registered users on Tech Tracker.

Save the results or reports for future reference.
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If you do not find the company of technology area of your interest, submit a request for
them to be added to the database.
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CONTACT US
Get in touch with us for any queries or for your specific needs related to intelligence and
decision support on all matters related to technology and its business impact. We will figure
the best way to address your needs with an appropriate combination of our technology and
reports. We offer a range of tailored solutions and flexible engagement models.

info@relecura.com
+1 510 675 0222
www.twitter.com/relecura
www.linkedin.com/company/relecura

About Relecura
Relecura is a full-stack cognitive cloud platform that provides custom intelligence and reports
on patent portfolios, technologies and companies. It does this by capturing and organizing
the knowledge from various document repositories (patents, scientific literature) and subject
matter experts in a flexible and collaborative manner, into a knowledge-base.
Relecura offers IP analytics tools and a custom enterprise platform to corporations, law firms,
IP services firms, R&D organizations and academic institutions. The enterprise platform
integrates the discovery and analysis of public documents with internal company documents.
Relecura also has an API to help create custom tools for IP and business intelligence. For
more details visit www.relecura.com.
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